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Doino it biu...

Biggest winners and biggest losers of 2005, page 9

HOW SWEET IT ·I S!
Prairie View achieves ~onsecutive victory over Texas Southern
Sanchez 30-yard field goal at the
9:23 mark of the first quarter,
Panther News Service
the Panthers found themselves
trailing 14-3. Texas Southern
Prairie View A&M Uni- connected on a 44-yard touchversity (5-6, 3-6) head football down strike from quarterback
coach Henry Frazier III stepped Darnell Lovett to wide receiver
into Panther ports history Tyrone Reed and a two-yard
la t Friday, b coming the first touchdown run by nmning back
h ad coach at PV AM U to defeat Brent Wilson at the 6:48 mark
Texas Southern (1-10, 1-8) in and 1:00 minute mark of the
consecutive seasons since the first quarter, respectively.
Before heading into
legendary William "Billy" Nicks
did so during the 1963 and 1964 intermission, Prairie View was
able to slice TSU's ]ead to one
seasons.
What might be most point (14-13) after place kicker
remarkable is that Frazier ac- Sanchez connected on his seccomplished the feat in just his ond field goal from 35 yards out
second season at the helm of at the 5:03 mark of the second
the Pantherfootball program. it quarter and a Michael Hill touchtook Nicks a total of five seasons down strike to wide receiver
Joe Townsend
before he was able
in the back of
to beat TSU conthe end zone
secutively.
for
a 31-yard
"It's an
score
with 13
unbelievable feelticks
remaining
ing," said frazier.
in the half.
"To be able to be
In the
mentioned in the
second
half,
same breath as
the Panthers
Coach Nicks is
came out firtruly an honor for
ing on all cylinme."
ders en route to
What
building a 23pleased Frazier
14 advantage
about his team
over the Tigers.
was the effort they
The
Panthers
displayed against
scored
on a
the Tigers, trailfive-yard
touchFrazier:
We
had
to
come
ing at two critical points in the from behind to win this down run by
Hill and a 32game.
game and it makes this yard field goal
After
victory all the more by Sanchez, his
jumping out to a
third of the af3-0 lead after a sweet.
ternoon.
successful Mario
By Ryan MeGinty
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Caught up: Running back Brent Wilson dives to catch the ball at crucial point during Friday's game.
TSU attempted to
mount a comeback attempt with
14:49 remaining in the third
quarter when Wilson rattled off
a 20-yard touchdown run to cut
the Tigers' deficit to three points
at 23~20. TSU subsequently
took the lead with 9:52 left to
play in the fourth quarter on a
Lovett eight-yard run, to take a
27-23 advantage over PVAMU.
Prairie View went
three-and-out on their ensuing
possession. After a 25-yard Eric
. Hernandez punt, the Panthers
needed a defensive stop to obtain another possession.
Prairie View forced
TSU to go three-and-out on
their next series to regain con-
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VIEWPOINTS/7
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trol of the ball.
With 7:37 left to play
in the second half and at their
own 25-yard line, the Panthers
needed to move the ball effectively and efficiently. Prairie
View drove the ball 75 yards
in 10 plays takipg 4:40 off the
clock, capping the drive off with
a nine-yard Fontenot touchdown run.
Subsequently, the Pan·thers sealed the victory when
they forced TSU to go four-and
out on their last possession of
the game.
"Our team showed a
lot of character today," said
Frazier. "We had to come from
behind to win this game and it

LIFESTYLES & HEALTH/ u
ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT/ 13

makes this victory all the more
sweet."
For the game, Prairie
View accumulated 380 yards
(298 R, 82 P), while Texas
Southern generated 356 yards
(239 P, 117 R). Fontenot led all
rushers with 173 yards on 25
carries and one touchdown.
The victory over Texas
Southern put a stamp on Prairie
View's most wins in a season,
since finishing 5-5 in 1988 under former head coach Haney
Catchings.
"You can tell everybody that Prairie View football
is back," said Frazier. "It's official, Panther football is back!"

(936) 857-2132
PO Box 2876

(936) 8_57- 2340 (fax)
Prairie View, TX 77446

panther@pvamu.edu
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In the news ...
I 15-year-old
Hurricane's
verified death I driver c~arged in
nt;. I fatal accident
t0 ll now at 1.,uu7 I

SPRINGFlELD, Ohio (AP) _ Au-

I

BATON ROUGE, La. (AP) _ thorities~~chargeda15-year-oldboythey
The number of verified deaths from Hur- say was driving a car that crashed off a rural
ricane Katrina rose to 1,067 on Monday, highway, killing the fuur other teenage occureflecting the discovery of seven more pants.
bodies and another seven that have been
~eremy_ Sallee. 15, of Dayton, was
reclassified as hurricane-related deaths.
charged ~ delinqu_~cy coun~. of aggraA total of 1 086 bodies have vated vehicular hoIJllClde, rereMng stolen
been found in the parishes hit Aug. 29 property, ~ n of criminal tools and
by the storm, but 19 of those people were several traffic violations, a~rding to
killed by bullets, car wrecks or other oc- ~eth Kocab of the State Highway Patrols
currences unrelated to Katrina the state Spnngfi.eld post.
Department of Health and Ho;pitals reSuz.anne ~ d anh assistanb.as.ktedClark
ported Monday.
County prosecutor, sm s e
as
the
A Nov 18 news release said court to try Sallee as an adult because of the
there had been. 26 such deaths. DHH seriousnessofthe_charges. .
spokesman Bob Johannessen said seven
If con~cted as a j\Nenile, Sallee
have since been reclassified as storm ~uld be held until he rea~ age 21. If ~ndeaths. He did not know how the appar- vtcted of the aggravated velucular homtC1de
ent errors occurred or were discovered. \ charges as an adult, he could get up to 10
He also cou\d not say where years in prison ~n each of the four counts.
the new bodies were found or who found /
Sallee s attorney, Jeffrey Rezabek,
them.
declined comment
In Louisiana the search for
The fuur teenagers died Oct. 30 in
bodies was called off Oct. 3, but emer- a stolen ~ that struck two ~ after going
gency workers and residents returning off the Stde of a coun~ road m rural Clark
to destroyed homes continue to find the County. The patrol said the car had been
dead
traveling at least 8o miles an hour.
·
In Mississippi, Katrina killed
Dustin D. Van Hoose, 15, of Dayanother 228 people.
ton, Ian
Bailey, 14, Joey Bruce, 15, Jo.5hua
The Louisiana DHH, which gets E. F1emtn?, 14, ~1 of the Dayton suburb of
its figures from -the hurricane morgue in Huber Heights, died at the scene.
St. Gabriel and parish coroners, said Ka.
The car ~ reported stolen from
trina morgue staffers had released 435 outside a Huber Heights home.
of the 893 examined bodies to families
and were trying to reach the families of
another 186. A news release Monday said
270 bodies have not been identified and
two id~ntified bodies have not yet been WOmaD SfilUgglin•
autopsied.
~~h CC?roners are handling
the remallllilg boches.
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infant
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Teen and
mother face
drug charges
MERRIMACK, N .H. (AP) _ Police said they responded to a report of a
possible drunken driver at a convenience
store Sunday and smelled marijuana in

HIDALGO, Texas (AP) _ A 41year-old Pharr woman was charged for
1 allegedly trying to smuggle an infant
from Mexico into the United States, authorities said.
According to Customs and Bor1 der Protection, Maria Guadalupe Rodriguez was caught lying to officers at the
Hidalgo/Pharr Intemational Bridge on
Sunday, telling them the 8-month-old
boy was hers and was a U.S. citizen.
She was arrested on federal
alien smuggling charges and is being held
at the La Vi11a Detention Center pending
an initial court appearance. The child has
been taken into custody by Mexican officials.
It was at least the seventh arrest
this month involving child smuggling
across the Texas-Mexico border, officials
said.

I
I

I
I
the car.
.
They charged Dame) Menento, I
17, of Merrimack, and his mother, Mary
Anne Lima, 50, of Centerville, Mass., I
with drug pos~ession. The _mother also
was charged with transporting drugs.
I

After quarter century,
Bible in Gullah finished
Associated Press

ST HELENA ISLAND, South
Carolina, USA (AP) - More than a quarter century after the laborious work
began, the New Testament has finally
been translated into Gullah, the creole
language spoken by slaves and their descendants for generations along the sea
islands of the Southeast US coast.
Gullah is an oral language, so
the translation was painstaking, beginning in 1979 with a team of Gullah
speakers who worked with Pat and
Claude Sharpe, translation consultants
with Wycliffe Bible Translators.
Many efforts have been made
over the years to preserve Gullah,
which mixed West African languages
with English, and experts believe the
translated Bible will be a major contribution towards that goal.
"I think this makes the language universal," said Ervena Faulkner,
co-manager of history and culture at
the Penn Centre, which is dedicated to
preserving the threatened sea island
culture.
"People have done Gullah
cookbooks, they have done AfricanAmerican sayings, they have done
proverbs," Faulkner said. ""But for the
Bible to go out with the Gullah sends
a message. It means we can speak the
Word."
Nestled amid spreading oaks
dripping Spanish moss on this island
just east of Beaufort, the centre is located on the site of the Penn School,
which was founded in 1862 to educate
slaves newly freed by advancing Union
troops during the American Civil War.
The culture - called Gullah in
the Carolinas and Geechee in F1orida
and Georgia - remained intact with descendants of slaves because of the isolation of the region's sea islands. Now,
about 250,000 Gullahs live in the fourstate coastal area and about 10,000 of
them speak Gullah as their main language.
De NyewTestament, published
by the American Bible Society, went on
sale this month. As an example, the
verse John 1:1, "In the beginning was
the Word, and the Word was with God
and the Word was God," was translated
to read, "Fo God mek de wol, de Wod
been dey. De Wod been dey wid God,
an de Wod been God. - De Good Nyews
Bout Jedus Christ Wa John Write 1:1."
The Bible is written with the
English translation in the margins.
"That's the beauty of the way
it's written," said Emmy Campbell,
who retired three years ago after 22
years as executive director at the Penn
Centre. "The non-Gullah speakers can
easily translate what the written Gullah

is about. In a way, we are going to be
training other people how to speak
Gullah."
For generations, the language
was something native speakers tried to
abandon, because they feared it would
hurt their chances of getting ahead in
the wider world.
".Ji: was a put-down," Campbell
recallecf. "Y__ou were looked on as being
ignorant and at a low intelligence level
if that's the language you spoke. We
tried at all costs to avoid speaking it."
For that reason, Campbe11 at
first would not help with the translation, until he spoke with a professor
from the University of California who
told him Gullah is indeed a language.
"I thought then it was a legitimate project," he said. Creole languages develop when speakers of two
languages who can't understand each
other remain in long contact, as the African slaves did with their masters.
David Frank, a translation
consultant who joined the project after
Pat Sharpe die!] in 2002, said GulJah
was frequently dismissed as "broken
English", not a language in its own
right.
"But that is the standard perception of Creole languages that doesn't
reflect the understanding of those languages and what they are," said Frank,
a Creole expert.
There are structural differences between Gullah and English which
justify Gullah being recognised as a
separate language, Frank said.
The translation was based on
several different versions of the New
Testament, along with varied Bible
commentaries. Some of the Bible books
were released when they were completed, with the Gospel of Luke published
in 1994 and the Gospel of John released
two years ago.
Dolores Pringle, head of the
Penn Centre board of trustees, said the
Bible can help blacks connect with their
heritage.
"It can strengthen our relationship back to West Africa," she said.
"Every group that has emigrated to this
country has had a very strong connection back to their home country whether it's Italy, Ireland or whether it's
England," she said. 'Tm not sure our
African-American youth have had that
kind of connection back to Africa."
With the New Testament finished, talk has started of translating
the Old Testament into Gullah - a task
that could also take years.
"It would not be beyond us,"
Campbell said. "We would be glad to
make sure that the Word is in our language throughout," he said. "I hope
that more younger people will join the
team and move forward."
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Exhibition to honor Rosa Parks
Press Release
An art exhibition posthumously titled u A Rose for
Rosa" will be held in honor of the
50th anniversary of Rosa Parks'
refusal to give up her seat on a
Montgomery, Ala. bus. The exhibit will be held on the campus
of Prairie View A&M University
in the John B. Coleman Gallery.
The opening reception
will be on that memorable day,
Dec. 1, at 12 p.m. in the Gallery.
Included in the exhibit are art
works by non-art majors under
the instruction of Ann Johnson,
Tracey Moore, and Clarence Talley.
The students are presently enrolled in Arts 1203, an
art appreciation class at the
university. Special guests and
honored participants include
28 young talented artists from

Hempstead Elementary School,
GATE Program (The Gifted And
Talented Education).
They include one second grader, three third graders,
nine fourth graders, and 15 fifth
graders. uThe children were excited about being asked to create
art works about Rosa Parks and
since her death they have become
even more significant to them.
They are looking forward to attending the opening reception and viewing the group's
work," says Carolyn Talley, the
GATE teacher and a 28-year
veteran of Hempstead ISO.
The exhibit is the brainchild of long time professor of
art Dr. Clarence Talley Sr. Commenting on the exhibit, he said,
"The idea to organize such an
exhibit sort of developed out of
a request by the National Alliance of Artists at Historically
Black Colleges and Universities
(NAAHBCUs) who asked profes-

sors of the organi1..ation to create
works in honor of the upcoming
historical event.
Because of the request by the national organization, Talley decided that Prairie
View A&M University should do
something as well. He said, "At
the time, however, none of us
could have imagined Mrs. Parks
not being with us. She has gone
on, nevertheless, I hope in some
small way the exhibit visuaUy
honors the life and legacy of this
bumble giant."
The public is cordially
invited to attend the opening
reception. The exhibit will run
through Jan. 18 during regular
library hours.
For more information
contact Dr. Clarence Talley Sr.,
School of Architecture, Prairie
View A&M University at 936857-9803 or 936-857-9807.

Leadership in the Big A.\?\?\e
Students attend conference in preparation to enter global marketplace
By Latisha JohnsonWallace

News Editor

Local forecast
Thursday (Dec. 1)
Partly Cloudy

Sunday (Dec. 4)
Partly Cloudy

High: 72
Low: 51

High: 79
Low:48 U ~

~c.,.;;.1p

Friday (Dec. 2)
Partly Cloudy

Monday (Dec. 5)
Partly Cloudy

High: 75
Low: 61

High: 67
Low: 38

·A•-~

,jff,P

Saturday (Dec. 3)
Isolated T-Storms

Tuesday (Dec. 6)
Partly Cloud

High:82

High: 68 -·~ •~·;,;
Low: 44

Low: 63

Wednesday (Dec. 7) •
Sunny

Thirteen students from
Prairie View A&M University
attended the 5th annual Leadership Institute in New York City
on Monday, Nov. 17.
Students were treated
to a four-day conference that
provided the latest tools and
technologies to assist as students

I
News Editor: Latisha JohnsonWallace
Photographers: Arthrayia Love
Gabrielle Howard
Evan White
Dawnielle Colquitt

continue thefr college education

Kendal/ Thompson, El.·ic Pa -

and prepare to enter today's competitive and global marketplace.
They also attended the
181h Annual Thurgood Marsha])
Scholarship Funds Award Dinner
held at the Imperial Ballroom at
the Sheraton New York Hotel &
Towers.
Those who attended
were Michale Jules, Onyeka Patrick Onwumere, Jessica Berry,
Daniell Williams, Julian Cleare,

checo, .Benita Hodge, Velvet Fitzpatrick, Corey Dargan, Oludayo
OJusanya, LaS11awn Chamber ,
and Courtney Smith.
"This kind of opportunity for
leadership development and cultural exposure are what a Prairie
View education is all about," said
President George C. Wright. "I
truly believe that these are the
experiences that help shape a
student's future."

THE OFFICIAL STIJDENT NEWSPAPER OF

PRAIRIE VIEW A&M UNIVERSITY
Editor in Chief: Nneka Meka
Sports Editor: Rashad Morgan

L&H and A&.E Editor: Alanna Jones

Copy Editors: Jamur Barnes
AJJ/ Business Manager: Kayla Barnett
DeTorsha Brunson Flag: Trason Smith
LaCheryl Whitlow Layout Assistant: Terrance Gilbert

Office General Manager: Otis Clayborne II
Photo/Online Editor: Marques Allen
Graphics Editor: Trason Smith

High:61
Low: 40

The Panther is a publication supported through advertising and student activity fees. Views expressed within
the publication are not necessarily those shared by Prairie View A&M University or the Texas A&M University
Board of Regents. All articles, photographs, and graphics are property of The Panther.
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The Panther's top ten stories of 2005

SGA speaks out

By Latisha JohnsonWallace

News Editor

Students demand answers, resolution via protest
1.

By LaCheryl Whitlow
Attracting the attention of the news media, faculty,
staff and the student body, a
protest evolved Monday, Oct 3,
around 10 a.m. in front of the
A.I. Thomas Administration
building as a result of what the
protesters said were unanswered
questions, miscommunication,
and a demand for change.
2. Prairie View opens its
doors to Katrina victims

ByNnekaMeka
Hurricane Katrina affected approximately 36 New
Orleans area universities and
colleges leaving as many as
100,000 college students in
the region without a campus to
call their own, according to the
American Council on Education.
3. Panthers dec\aw Tigers
-with 27-9 victory

By Palmer Perez
Prairie View A&M University came away with an impressive 27-9 victory over Jackson State University on Saturday
Nov. 12 at Blackshear Field.

SGA President Oludayo Olusanya

I
I
I
Hear me roar: Students chant and hold up picket signs in
front of the administration building on Monday Oct. 5.
I
the solid foundation for an im- been undergoing construction I
proved student government but since the fall semester of 2004.
only one can have the position.
Where there is the demolition of I
8. New decals, same problems
By Anterria Brown
The spring semester
will prove to be no different
than any other regarding parking regulations for students on
this campus.
9. PV restructured
By Alexis Benton
The campus of Prairie View A&M University has

an old building, a new one will
take its spot.

Tuition hike leaves Stlldents in search of money
IO.

tree

By Latisha Johnson-Wallace
and Nneka Meka
Prairie View A&M
University students will begin
their fall 2005 semester with
Jess cash in their pockets, due to
fee increases expected to hit the
university.

I

Greetings Panthers! The semester is almost over and it
is time to start early preparation for financial aid. Remember to
keep your eyes and ears open for news about seminars hosted by
the office of financial aid in early January. Also next semester,
an athletic council comprised of various sports will be put into
action.
This council will be student driven and geared toward
progressing the Prairie View athletic program. The student park,
equipped with new basketball and volleyball courts, should be
completed at your arrival next semester, so look out for the opening date.
Support the band in Atlanta at the annual Battle of the
Bands. Further information is available in the SGA office. Congratulations to all athletes and the Panther football team. Continue
the good work Panthers and good luck to all on final exams.
SGA is for the students, so voice your concerns and

1-----------------------I
I

I

4. PV makes changes in De-

partment of Public Safety
By Latisha Johnson-Wallace

Prairie View A&M University Department of Public
Safety is currently looking for a
new police chief.

Public Service Announcement

Prairie View A&M University Department of Public Safety
in conjunction with Sodexho Food Services and American
Campus Communities is having our annual food drive to
help feed needy families in the Waller County area. Those
interested in providing canned good items, rolls or other
non-perishable food items may drop them off at the police department. Residents on campus can drop off your
canned good items at your club houses. If you have any
questions please contact the Prairie View A&M University
Department of Public Safety Crime Prevention Division @
(936) 857-4313. Thank You.

5. Men's tennis team wins
SWAC championship

By Andrew Roberts (sports information)
The Prairie View A&M
University men's tennis team
captured its first SWAC tennis
title since 1970 and 18th overall
with a 4-2 victory over Alcorn
State in the SWAC championships at City Park Tennis Complex in Alexandria.

Men's cross country
makes history, wins SWAC

6.

By Dustin Daniel
For the first time in
school history Prairie View A&M
University won the Southwestern Athletic Conference cross
country championship Monday.

7. Who's the strongest link?
By Christina Johnson
Good leadership is
needed to be the driving force
behind the student body of Prairie View A&M University. Four
students have a blueprint to lay

Run PV Run: Arnell Fontenot, running back, makes a run
toward the end zone, in defeat against the Tigers.

I
I

Nothing but the dog in me: Omega Psi Phi wins
Pep-Bate strut-off.

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER

30, 2005
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V\V\an

the \atest a\bum from \J\\J\~N GREEN
includes the smash single
"GOTTA GO GOTTA LEAVE
and her newest hit "CURSED"
CD IN STORES NOW

(Gwa-pa-lay)

The New Album

change it all
featuring the soulful new hit

°FIRST LOVE»

PLUS SPECIAL OONUS TRACK "CLOSER"

In Stores December 27.
www.goapele.com www.changeitali.org
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Gideons bring Christian hospitality to PV
By Nneka Meka
Editor in Chief

Over the span of one
hundred years The Gideons
International, an association of
Christian business and professional men, has placed and distributed over 1.2 billion bibles in
175 countries around the globe.
Most recognized by the
bibles found on hotel bedside
tables and in prisons, the Gideons visited Prairie View A&M
University's campus with
bibles in hand for the ninth
consecutive year.
Led by Mike Newman of Bellville, Texas,
Gideon from Austin,
Waller, and Washington
counties stood at the entrances of the MSC on Tuesday ov. 29 handing out
smal1 green copies of the
New 1'estament to students

This year a little under
1,500 bibles were distributed on campus.
Although not
a Gideon himself, Dean
of the Chapel Charles
Lewter, implemented
this annual "biblethon~
as a part of outreach
ministry. "We don't
force the bibles on them,
we teJl students it is a
gift from us to them,"
said Lewter. "If they
do read it, it may touch
someone's life."

God's gift: The Gideons
International offer bibles as
gifts to students.

as tbe-y entered or e."O.ted the
bu\\d'm.'l,.

"We are thankful
for students being so receptive," said Newman. "It's
always a major highlight to
come and have distribution
on this campus."
Last year the total
figure was 2,444 bibles.

Commentary

A sin is a sin
By Latisha Johnson-

Wallace
News Editor

Judge not, lest
ye be judged (Matt. 7:1)
As my life progresses, as I am blessed
daily, I become more
aware of the significance
of this scripture. Life
presents itself in ways
that if you are not prepared or aware you will
fall and become trapped
quickly and easily in
the turmoil of despair.
Judging is the same way.
When people judge they
assume. Moreover, most
know what the cliche
is for assuming. They
quickly and easily doubt

and falter others, when they the scripture, so quickly
themselves are just as likely we forget how it feels when
to fall short to the pits of someone judges against us.
life.
As Christians, we must
Oftentimes, we choose be able to love our fellow
to judge others in order to brothers and sisters and
forget our own sins, our own help them, with prayer, with
shortcomings or our own open arms and with forgivefaults. It has always been ness. Life present~ us with
easier to place blame or find individuals who will judge
fault in others;before we do us without even knowing us.
so in ourselves. It is the eas- There are those who will be
ier way out, but it's not the against you when they do
right way. Christians must not even have a reason, even
learn to evaluate self before those that will condemn you.
passing judgment against Who can condemn anyone
their fellow brother or sister. but the Father? For all have
Part of not judging each other sinned and fallen short of
is forgiving one another, just the glory of God, (Romans
as God forgives us. But if you 3:23). So, who is a mere hudo not forgive, neither will man to judge another human
your Father in heaven for- being? No one sin is greater
give your trespasses." (Mark than another. Adultery is no
11:16). So quickly we forget worse than lying. Stealing is

no worse than homosexuality. Cursing is no worse
than killing. Sin is sin is sin.
Moreover, since we all have
sinned, who are we to judge?
I believe that if each person
would take a good look at
their lives, their ups and their
downs, their trials and tests
they will see that they only
made it through by the grace
of God. Sometimes people
are so gung-ho about making
it to heaven, they forget that
they might not even make
it in, because of how they
treated others while on this
earth.
If you will judge God's
child, a sinner, as you are,
why would you think He
would be so merciful to let
you into the Kingdom. Many
on that day will be disap-

pointed, because all the
while trying to "live for
Christ" they will be sad
to hear him say, "depart
from me you workers of
iniquity." Because gossip and false judgment is
sin, and it has the same
capability to send you
to the other place, just
as any other sin against
Christ. Therefore, I encourage all who want to
make Heaven their home,
to evaluate themselves.
Think not of your brother
and sister in Christ as the
sinner or the one who
needs to "get it together"
maybe is you who needs
to get it together. If you
are going to walk in His
footsteps, walk as He
would.

VIEWPOINTS
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free textbook from
a publisher, I know
that I have several
ethical choices of
how to dispose of that
textbook, including
the following:

Ethics in the
professor's
life
By Dr. Edward J. Schauer
Faculty Contributor

Set the flOC'· Help na,·igarc a compkx and cmn,jng world {;uidc croublcd teens toward a
brighr new horizon. And learn fur yourd why files best lesoo~ come fiom the heart.

Youth Counselors- Outdoor Thcnpeulic Programs
24-Hour Raidauial Positions Wich me Room &: Board!

Opportu11itits In: Florida, Georgia, Ntw Hampshire, North Carolina,
Rfxxk Island,

TtnnlSStt &Vmnont

HIRING & MJLFSfONE INCENTIVFS:
R«ave up to $3,500 in bonuses OYer 2 ,an, including a $500 hi.ring bonur.
• Fun & Oiallenging Woik
• He.ihhy, Aaivc Lifl'siylc

• Bc-:wtiful Outdoor Setting
• Full Bendia ~ (Swts Day One)

undidms m111t possess a profrssional demeanor and saoog bdmhip abiliat$. Pttviotis work
apcrima: ~ a role modd/mcmor for )'Ollth pn-fm-al. Baclidor's degree in Educ:uion,
Criminology. l\ydlology. Social Scnm or rdatt'd Jidd a plus.
OlOOSC the road le.ls taken with a = path unlike any od1Ct Chart the
wa~ with Eckerd Youth Akcmati-.-es. Experience the adventure and apply
onlinc now.

www.eckerdyouth.org
Fax: 727-442-5911
Make mOtC than a ~ Make a dilfcrena:.

Ah yes, ethics! The
philosophical study of right
and wrong or good and bad.
Even better: The practice of
the virtuous life. Ethics in
its application would lead the
practitioner to always work
toward becoming a better and
better person. But better and
better at what?
Ethics would first of
all be applied to the person's
self: One would wish to be fair,
just, and good to one's self.
The secondary application of
ethics would be to others; but
therein lies a trap: We tend to
think of "others" (namely, the
persons we favor with fair, just,
and good treatment) as people
like ourselves - our colleagues,
fellow students, people in our
neighborhoods, of our status,
or of our race or creed.
In my opinion, the
ethical person must be fair and
just to all persons - especia11y
to those who cannot hurt him/
her. We must treat persons

who differ from us in status,
race, or creed with respect and
in all fairness.
It presents a
conundrum to my mind that,
on the one hand, the study of
ethics has become so popular
recently that it is almost at the
level of a buzzword in many of
our academic disciplines; while
on the other, the powerless pay
the bills of our culture, and few
acknowledge our treatment of
Jbem as the true measure of our
own ethical virtue.
s a a e in point,
college teachers receive free
textbooks from publishers for
the purpose of reviewing the
books for possible use in the
classes they teach. I receive
many. And when I receive a

$85,000
BEFORE YOU GRADUATE
Start your engineering career now, while you're still in school and earn as much as $3000
,nonthly, plus bonuses. in the Navy nuclear prog1·an1. Earn up to $85,000 'and never wear a
unifonn until aner you graduate. Today. the Navy opel'ates more than half the nuclear reactors in
the U.S . and is a recognized leader in their developn1ent a.nu operation.

REQUIREMENTS
- United States citizen
- Majoring in engineering, 1nath. physics, or chemistry.
- Minimum 3.0 GPA.

- Have completed one year ot- calculus and calculus-based physics .
- No more than 29 years old at time of con1missioning.
- Meet Navy's physical standards.

FOR MORE INFORMATION:
1-800-853-6600 • navyofficerinfo@cnrc.navy.mil

NAVY OFFICER

ACCELERATE YOUR LIFE

1) Adopt
the book for a class
that I teach and keep
the book.
2)
Add
the book to my
professional
library.
3) Give the
textbook to another
professor.
4) Give
the textbook to a
student.
5) Donate the textbook
to the library.
6) Send the book back
to the publisher.

NEVER!
I must
"never" sell the textbook to
used book buyers!
Why? I was given
the textbook for a particular
purpose. I should not have
accepted the textbook had l
, ulterior moti es.
Wb'Y, -wbo

f,

t burt?

The te tbook compan · lo
the co t of two t tbook when
a profe sor sells one - the
textbook given, and the loss of
the sale of a second when the
donated textbook is old down
the line to a student.
Who gets hurt in the
final analysis? You guessed it:
The little people, the powerless,
the students. The practice
of selling donated textbooks
drives the cost of textbooks up
for the students, while teachers
selling textbooks pocket only a
small fraction of the textbooks'
face values from used book
buyers.
Is this practice illegal?
No. Do people get hurt? Yes,
students. Is this practice
unethical? I believe so, yes. It
isn't happening at PVAMU, is
it?! You betcha!!!
How do we stop the
practice? Students can help by
1) showing this article to each of
their professors; or 2) by simply
asking your professors what
they do with textbooks donated
to them by publishers.
Students, you can get
this textbook-selling practice
stopped: You have more power
than most people think. In
this day of ethics-jargon, hold
your teachers' feet to the fire
- including mine to arrive at
an answer to this simple but
important question.
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The best is yet to con1.e
break. This has been a
very .eventful semester for
everyone with the hurricanes,
homecoming, probate, both
classics in one weekend, and
not to mention the upcoming
graduation.
We need to spend the
rest of this semester enjoying
one another's company and
making sure we are successful
By Rashad Morgan
Sports Editor
on these final exams. After
that, go home to your families.
It's nothing like sitting at
On behalf of The home during the holidays
Panther and the brothers of and forgetting all of your
Kappa Alpha Psi, Fraternity, worries. Make the best of
Inc., I want to wish everyone your Christmas and don't
good luck on their exams and forget about New Year's Day.
a safe and joyous Christmas When you make this year's

resolutions, put a lot of thought
behind them. Not just to quit
drinking or smoking, but start
thinking about how you make
that resolution a reality. It is
a blessing to see another year
go by, thinking back on what
you have learned about life
and how you can make this
forthcoming year better than
the last.
When you get back to
school though, next semester
is one to anticipate. We've
got Greek Olympiad, Spring
break, Spring Fest, and then
the icing on the cake, Kappa
Fest. With all the stuff in
between those festivities .. .it
can only get better.

What are your plans for
. Winter Break?
Go back home and spend time with my

family. Also, attend the PV and Texas
men's basketball game.
-Cleveland Sampleton
Grad
Special Education

I plan on working on and also spending
time with my family and going out. Real
basic!
-Danielle Tillman
Sophomore
Criminal Justice

Working and chilling.
-Bruce Guillory
Sophomore
Political Science

•• .I have always believed art is the conscience of the human
soul and that artists have the responsibility not only to ~how
life as it is but to show life as it should be . ... Sweet Honey In
The Rock has withstood the onslaught. She has been
unprovoked by the 30 pieces of silver. Her songs lead us to
the well of truth that nourishes the will and courage to stand
strong. She is the keeper of the flame.

Getting that bread, while traveling. To
everybody else, be smooth."
-Lunita Regina "D." Anderson
Senior
Communications/
Merchandising & Design

Harry Belafonte
Kenyetta Allen

Founded by Bernice Johnson Reagon in 1973 at the D.C. Black
Repertory Theater Company, Sweet Honey In The Rock,
internationally renowned a cappella ensemble, has been a vital and
innovative presence in the music culture of Washington, D.C., and
in communities of conscience around the world. Now entering her
ourth decade, the Grammy® Award-winning ensemble moves
forward, following Bernice Johnson Reagan's retirement in February
2004, continuing the legacy begun thirty-one years ago. Sweet
Honey is now a sextet, welcoming to the group two singers, Louise
Robinson and Arnae, both of whom had been part of the Sweet
Honey family in the past.
From Psalm 81 : 16 comes the promise to a people of being fed by
honey out of the rock. Honey - an ancient substance, sweet and
nurturing. Rock - an elemental strength, enduring the winds -of
time. The metaphor of sweet honey in the rock captures completely
these African American women whose repertoire is steeped in the
sacred music of the Black church, the clarion calls of the civil rights
movement, and songs of the struggle for justice everywhere.

Unique Gift from Africa
SANKOF A SAND- footprints on the
motherland
This season. and all year rowid. give your
friends, family and co-workers a piece of
the motherland. Sanko(a Sand is acrystal
containing sand from the beaches where
our ancestors set foot on the African
continent for the last time. It is a fitting gift
to give for a birthday, wedding, graduation,
achievement awards, and at Kwanzaa. We
believe every descendant of Africa in the
Diaspora should have a religious book (e.g.,
bible, Koran, etc.) and a piece of Africa
[Sankofa Sa11![1 in their home.
www.sankofasand.com .
Tel: 713-703-0241 or 830 672-1179
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Best ~meback:
i

-

e

Bestbandintheland:
lVlarchin Storm
Best new appointment:
Dr. Kelvin Kirby, Student
Af"f'airs
Best academic
department: You be the
judge
Best campus hangout:
Th Facebook
B
t place to g~a.b a b te
af'te clubbin : Chae o's
Bes off-campus eater,y:
ie o Liendo
Bes appers: Milce
y--o:n"l!s, Pa I iwai-1,
Stlm=-rh:ug
Best jam: "Laf'f'y Taf'fy,"
ByDRL

Best accessory/school
supply: Laptop

'Wor
Re
'Worst

lVlarc
pla
Wors

ow:
T)

eland:
m (quit
xic")
tment:

f'ail)
tRap
Yayo
'Worst Jam:
"One 'Wish," Ray J
Worst Campus event:
Pepbate
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Haw-kins adds five standouts in early signing period
By AndrewRoberts
Panther Correspondent

First-year Prairie View
A&M University head men's
basketball coach Darrell Hawkins
has signed five student-athletes
during the early signing period
to national letters of intent for
the 2006-07 season. Four of
the signees hail from the junior
college ranks while one is a high
school senior.
"This class is very
athletic and contains several elite
players," said Hawkins. "They're
very aggressive on both ends
of the court and they fit the uptempo style I want to incorporate
here at Prairie View. "What
makes this class stand out is that
each player we've signed comes
from an elite program and plays a
major role in their team's success.
I will not hesitate to say that this is
probably one of the best recruiting
classes ever for men's basketball
at Prairie View in the past two
decades." Hawkins said be p1ans
to sign additional athletes during
the late signing period in April.
The new recruits

include:
Chris Agwumaro, Guard, 65, 205, Balch Springs, Texas
(North Lake College}
An athletic swingman who wi11
play shooting guard in addition to
spending time at small forward ...
averages 20-plus points per
game...oneof thetop defenders on
his team... named the Tournament
MVP of the New Mexico Junior
College Thunderbird Classic ...
prepped at West Mesquite High
School in Mesquite, Texas. .

Reginald Dunn, Forward, 6-8,
220, San Antonio, Texas (Temple
JC)
A member of the nation's third
ranked JUCO and top scoring
team ...played a key role in leading
his team to a 31-1 record last
year... averaged 10.1 points, 6.3
rebounds, shot 53 percent from
the field and connected on 75
percent of his free throws ...will
play small and power forward for
the Panthers.. .led his high school
team to the Texas Class 4A state
tournament.
Anthony Harris, Forward, 68, 225, Fort Worth, Texas (O.D.
Wyatt)

A member of Texashoops.com
2006 Top 100 seniors list (No.
46) ...a big-time ath1ete who will
bring toughness to the program ...
has a soft shooting touch in
addition to having the ability to
rebound in the paint...also rated
as one of the top defensive ends
in Texas on the gridiron.

Brian Towner, Guard, 6-5,
200, Houston, Texas (College of
Eastern Utah)
Ranked among the Top 100
players in Texas from the class
of 2005 ... prepped at Heritage
Christian Academy iri Cleveland,
Texas ... a three-position player
who'll add depth and athleticism
in the backcourt ... high school
qualifier who will have three years
of eligibility remaining.
Kenyour Williams, Guard,
6-3, 175, Newark, N.J. (College of
Eastern Utah)
Can play either the point or
shooting guard ...will have three
years of eligibility remaining...a
starter at Mount Zion Christian
Academy, regarded as one of the
top prep schools in the nation ...
bas the ability to be the difference
maker for the Panthers.

l'holo <owtCS) of Asso<inu.l Ptes5

Texas hoopster: North Lake College guard Chris
Agwumaro is one of the five new Panthers who
will be on the court next season.

Cooper inks six recruits for next season
Dyke. "We've also recruited
several versatile guards who
Panther Correspondent
have the ability to step in
and contribute immediately."
First-year Prairie View Cooper-Dyke said the Lady
A&M University head women's Panthers plan to sign additional
basketball coach Cynthia student-athletes in the coming
Cooper-Dyke has signed six days.
Ka r a
standout players
Clark,
to national
Center, 6letters of intent
3, Chicago,
for the 2006111. (North
07 season. Two
Chicago
signees hail
HS)
from the state
Averaged
of Texas while
the remaining
17points,15
rebounds,
four are outfour steals
of-state. Four
and three
of the signees
blocked
stand six feet or
shots as a
taller and each
high school
signee is ranked
Pbolo C®rlcsy <» Al1oocialed PR-so
junior... an
among the top
100 players in Difference maker: Coach Coo- all-district
their respective per-Dyke has already signed player ...
state . "We
six of the nation's top women will provide
depth and
needed to bring
athleticism
in talented talent for next season.
at the post
players with
height and we've accomplished position and runs the floor wen
that so far during the early for a player her size.
signing period," said Cooper- Alexis Pope, Forward, 6-

By AndrewRoberts

o, Pomona, Calif. (Citrus
College)
An all-around player who
averaged 20.2 points, 14.6
rebounds, 4.3 steals and 2.8
blocks per game in her first
season as a collegiate ... set a
school record with 65 blocked
shots ... named first team Allstate, Western Conference
MVP, Western Conference first
team ... named her team's most
valuable player ... also plays
voUeyball.

three positions ... a floor general
that has the ability to shoot the
three-ball...an a11-district player
as a junior.

Brittany Walker, Center, 6-2,
Carrol1ton, Texas (Hebron HS)
Member of Texashoops.
·com 2006 Top 100 seniors
list (No. 68) ... has good backto-the-basket moves and is
a fierce rebounder ... has the
ability to score from the
outside and possesses a great
attitude towards the game of
Dominique Smith, Guard, basketball.
5-10, Orlando, Fla. (Orlando
Christian Prep HS)
Gatti Werema, Forward/
Ranked as the 15th best player Guard, 6-o, Orlando, Fla.
in Florida by Powerbasketba11. (Orlando Christian Prep HS)
com ... named third best Named as the 13th best player
shooting guard in Orlando by in Florida by Powerbasketball.
Orlandohoops.com ... scored 20 com ... named the top power
points en route to the school's forward in the city of Orlando
first-ever Class 1A state title in by Orlandohoops.com •. .led her
2005...high school teammate of team to their first-ever state
feJlow signee Gatti Werema.
title in 2005 ...named to the AllCamp team at the Breakdown
Candice Thomas, Guard, 5-9, Battle of the Rankings Camp
Waco, Texas (University HS)
in October ... earned Class 1A
A member of Texashoops.com first team All-State honors as
2006 Top 100 seniors list (No. a junior ... Dominique Smith's
34) ... can play the one, two or teammate.

Lady Panthers make
school history
By And.rewRoberts
Panther Correspondent

Cynthia Cooper-Dyke
couldn't have got her collegiate
coaching career off to a better start
as Prairie View A&M University
defeated the University ofTexasPan American on the road in
a nail biter. After trailing the
entire game the Lady Panthers put
together a remarkable comeback
effort against a team that PVAMU
defeated for the first time in school
history in women's basketball.
Fueled by super
sophomore Ciara Sanders' 13 first
half points, Prairie View was able
to put together scoring spurts to
close out the half down by ten
points at 41-31. "Sanders showed
tremendous leadership on the
court," said head coach Cynthia
Cooper-Dyke.
The Panthers defeated
Uf-Pan American 67-66. "I was
extremely pleased with my team's
overall effort and the way that they
never gave up," said Cooper-Dyke.
~e started the game down 16-0
but continued to compete and we
did not let up.
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Sanchez natned SWAC
specialist of the week
By Tamika Newman
Panther Correspondent

,.

By Rashad Morgan
Sports Editor

I want to congratulate the football team on ending the season on a very
positive note. They season started slow,
but Panthers won three of their last four
football games with all three wins against
conference opponents they did not beat
last season. Then, to end the season with
a second straight win over rival Texas
Southern was historic.
The Panthers have ended the
season with the most wins since 1988.
Next season is very anticipated and will
be one to watch. Frazier is a great coach
and will go down in Prairie View history.

For the second time this season, Prairie View A&M University place
kicker Mario Sanchez has been named the Southwestern Athletic Conference
specialist of the week.
Sanchez, a 6-1, 180-pound freshmen from San Antonio, Texas, made
three-of-three field goals and three PATs for 12 total points iu the 30-27 win
over Texas Southern University last weekend in the rescheduled Labor Classic. He also averaged 61.1 yards per kickoff attempt with one touchback.
"Mario is very deserving," said head coach Henry Frazier III. "He
works very hard and in return that's why he was able to break the school
record for the most field goals in a season as a freshman. I look forward to
working with him for the next three years."
Sanchez ended this season in stellar fashion with a school record
13 field goals on the season. The previous record of nine field goals made in
a season was held by John Harris in 1960.

Black College Wire

11/29 @Rice
12/2-4 @ Louisville

7p.m.
TBA

Tournament
12/10 @Lamar
7 p.m.
12/ 15 vs. Savannah State 7 p.m.
12/20 vs. Houston7 p.m.
Tillotson

Organizers pledge return of Bayou Classic to New Orleans
By Nicole McQuitta

Men's

that in Houston," she said. A graduate
of both universities, Adams said she
always stayed in the adjoining Hyatt Regency Hotel so she could walk to other
shopping and entertainment venues
before and after the game.
"Besides, we just left Houston,"
Adams said. "And going that distance
twice isn't the same as if you're going
to New Orleans twice to see Jackson
State and then Grambling State face
Southern."
Glenn Menard, general manager of the Superdome, said SMG, the

ter is Southern University System vice
president as well as the school's Bayou
Classic Coordinator.
'Ib.e intenuption of busines
uperdome i. "realJy serious,"
Menard said. Bill Curl, the Superdome ·s

at the

After Hurricane Katrina rancoordinator of media relations, said the
sacked southeastern Louisiana in
damage
was not nearly as bad as it could
August and caused flooding and wind
have been.
damage to the Louisiana Superdome,
He said the most severe dammany people - particularly sports fans
age
was
to
the roof, where holes were
- were left wondering what would beformed
from
storm damage. He said
come of the landmark.
the turf, a new type called Momentum
Fans of the Bayou Classic, the
that was installed in 2004, is replaced
Grambling State vs. Southern Univerevery year, so water
sity contest that is the most
damage to the field
famous rivalry in black
was
not important.
college football, did not
Curl did say
know if or where the 32nd
that
while
evacuees
nationally televised game
where
staying
in the
would be held.
Superdome,
suites
The Superdome
and other offices
hosted the Bayou Claswere vandalized.
sic since 1975 - the year
The infrathe facility opened - and
structure,
howevaccommodated as many
er,
·
stood
up
to the
as 76,000 fans. But in
storm
very
well,
he
September, a committee
said,
adding
that
announced the historic
components such as
game, which took place
air conditioning and
Nov. 26, would be moved
Pholo councsy ofl!lack College Wire
fiber optic wiring
to Houston's Reliant Stawere
pretty much
Still
standing:
Damage
to
the
Louisiana
Superdome
from
Hurridium. And while some fans
intact.
welcomed the road trip, cane Katrina include holes in the roof and damage to the new turf.
Southern and
Vanessa Harris-Adams was
Grambling
State
not among them.
"I did want to go, but I decided facility's management group, is doing were the first teams to play each other
that it's just not going to be the same as everything possible to make sure the on the new turf, and the two teams
being in the Superdome," Adams said. Bayou Classic comes back to New Or- could be the first to return back to the
"Having the game in the Superdome is leans soon. He said sentiments such Superdome for action.
Doug Thornton, SMG regional
like having Thanksgiving dinner at your as Adams' are what urge a speedy, yet
vice
president,
said repairs to the Suthorough
restoration
process
for
the
family's home."
perdome could start at $125 million.
Adams said another reason Superdome.
"It was a tough call to make
"We just hired an architect on
she would not attend was that she had
when
we
had
to
tell
Ralph
Slaughter
Nov.
10,"
Menard said. "We certainly
grown accustomed to the surroundand
other
coordinators
that
we
couldn't
want
the
Bayou
Classic back here as
ings and the events that complimented
the Superdome. "You just couldn't get have the game," Menard said. Slaugh- soon as possible."

12/30 @University of
Texas

7 p.m.

Women's
61).m.
vs. LouisianaLafa'jette
12/ 10 @ Oregon State TBA
12118 @Sam Houston 7p.m.
12120 @ University of 7p.m.
Houston
12/22 vs. North Texas 6p.m.
7p.m.
12129 @ Oklahoma
State

12/l

FinalSWAC
Football Standings
East
abamaA&M
abamaState
corn State
Miss. Valley State
Jackson State

7-2, 9-2
6-3, 6-5
5-3, 6-4
5-4, 6-5
2-9, 2-9

est
Grambling State
Southern
Prairie View
Pine Bluff
Texas Southern

9-0, 9-1

4-5, 4-5
3-6, 5-6
3-6,3-8
1-9, 1-10
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Can You be the next Miss Prairie View A&M University?

"Rohud in a dt!rp(.y l1dd commllJH~Ht In 4":t't!llte mu.de: m,I ofthe rich tcxtllrcs ofA.frlctm Amierlun lqr11t:y and
m,dldo,o~ Swen Htmey IJt TJ;~ Rodi pQSSt!SSIL'f • s,unnitt,; rc>CIII pMtvt!.U 1lut1 4!llplMra the '""lftPlex .f(}Unds ef Blun,
splrllllt11$, (rod/JJnnul .J:0$pd hy mn,v~rap, N!J:J(#e. African cha1tl$, I/Ip ll{)f'. 11nde#I 114/lllbla, 11nd )llu. lmpruvfst,t/on. ..

37•h Annual Miss Prairie View A&M University Scholarship Pageant Interest Meeting
Student Activities & Leadership Conference Room (MSC RM 221)

Wednesday, January 18, 2006
5:15 PM

Memorial Student Center Auditorium
Thursday, January 19, 2005
7:00PM

For more information, call Stud.,nt Activities & L"adership at ext. 20J8.

TICKETS:
FREE - student w/PVAMU ID
5 general admission

J,.

J-,,r mmv 1,tfnrn,01/on. 0.1// (1JJ6J ,1'5 ...]f)/ X

AnJlu•I Mitl Pntirir Virw A&"\J t;.,l\tn.it> SC'holarship 'f•a~n•
l\ltmoritl S1ud«nt C ltt Audtt,u·flull
Wodn"""•>• April 19, 2006
7:JOf'M

The omce of Student Activities & Leadership
Panther Cultural Series
S unplya«e~, llw t1{'{11it:tman packet tltmv11h ,11e .'>luden1A ,:tt,,·11kt & IA!OiknJ,tp ~·eb-11/t! ,m..kr "'For,v "'.
J-'prm, 1w,f// M m •n1',1blf! ,mtm,• O.N LT nAJ ii MUST IJJ;,' Trflt."IJ.

BUl•s Stafood Kitrhen
203 Bremond (Exit 1488)
J

\II
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COLLEGE

The Answers

$2.99

Weekly Update for Freshmen
THEA INFO YOU SHOULD
KNOW

Days
Until
inals

You must have a grade of 'C' or better in your
developmental class (cs) at mid-tenns to be able to
pre-register for the spring.
Check out the following URL: http://calendars.pvamu.edu/ for information about
our Quick THEA testing schedule or call 936/857-2747.

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE UC ACADEMIC SUPERSTARS-GOLD

Katonya Jenkins, Ramonda Allen, Ashley Henry, Viktoria Manuel, Ella
Gupton, Dedrick Dalcour, Willie Ferguson, Calvin Harris, Damon Holman,
Tim McCleave, Lionel Mosby, Wesley Patterson, Antonio Richmond,
Royshyra Ford, La Tasha Hall, Kuwanna Jones, Elliott Sharmeka, Magine
Rideau; Amber Price, Evelyn Woodard, Carmycia McDaniel, Grace Gyebi,
Ashley Watson, Brittany Bishop, Sandra Bland, Erika Clay, Antoniece
Granville, Rattchel Lucas, Edak Okpo, Alexandria Rose, Sykeshia Thurman,
Jennifer Wallendor, Cheree White, Dewonna Stevenson, Lamaria Ellis,
Yolanda Uribe, Amber Batiste, Jessica Luna, David Cruse, David Tatum,
Kamal Woodyard, Christene Aghedo, Britiney Reece, Sykeshia Thurman,
Antonio Ozuna, Joseph Wade, David Mccowan, Kendal Marshal~ Ryan
Andrews

(979) 826w3568

$3.99

3 pc Whiting & Fries
5 pc Wing:::;, 6 JX' Catfis
10 pc Catfish Nuggets & Fries
N11ggets, & l<""r1es
8 Wings & Fries
$4.99
1 Porkchop & Fries
15 Shrimp & Frie:::
3 pr Drum & Fries
6 Shtanp, 1 piece Catfish & Jfr1ei;

Brooks Landing Apartments
24444 Richards Road
936-857-9533
www. brooks landingapts. com
One mile from Campus,
1 Bed $635.00
2X2 Bed $495.00
All Bills Paid/ Available Now!!
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"We are t ruly related"
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"Hollowdays"

Greek Fact: The fraternity of Phi Beta Sigma and the sorority of Zeta Phi Beta are the only two Greek
organizations that are constitutionally bound to each other as brothers and sisters.
There are nine active Greek organizations on campus: Alpha PhiAlpha,Alpha Kappa Alpha, Kappa Alpha Psi, Omega Psi Phi, Delta
Sigma Theta, Phi Beta Sigma, Zeta Phi Beta, Sigma Gamma Rho, and Iota Phi Theta. The Panther would like to inform readers
how students can go to class, socialize, be active members of an organization, and hold a job. Therefore, each week the Panther
will showcase a member of each of the nine active Greek organizations on campus.

By LaGloria Wheatfall

By Alanna Jones

Panther Correspondent

L/H &A/E Editor

"I'm a Sigma"

I
It began as a movement, a belief system that
I reflected at its core the desire to provide true service,
I to embrace scholarship, to
set a standard for sisterly
I love, and to define the noble

on the campus of PV.
Eugene "Doughboy#9" Lawson became a memher fall of 2003 and since
then he has epitomized the
distinctiveness of a Phi Beta
Sigma man.
Lawson had
history with this organization even before becoming
a member. In high school be
was mentored by the Sigma
Beta Club and the influences
and character of these mentors stayed with him while
he entered college. He says,
"With the involvement I've
seen with them as a mentor
and their accomplishments
and the positive effect that
the organization has done
for them, that made me grow
toward them."
Even with all the responsibilities and work ofbeing the president of Phi Beta
Sigma, Lawson is also vice
president of PAW, a memher of IEEE, and a member
of the Marching Storm. Eugene believes if you want to
do something, then there is
no excuse for not doing it.
He states, "Excuses are tools
for the weak and incompetent. If you have excuses for
something, then you basically didn't want to do it in the
first place."
Doors have been
opened since being a
member of Phi Beta Sigma. Lawson says, "This
might sound cliche, but
I've been able to meet and
network with people who
can help me with job opportunities and so forth.
People see that I'm involved with Phi Beta Sigma and see that I'm hardworking and dedicated."
Eugene closes by
saying, "A lot of people
have the assumption of
not to tell a member of
which organization you
want to be a part of; I
think that is not true ... I
feel if someone can't approach you then you are
not doing your job as a
member. "Greek is not a
Doughboy: Eugene Lawson g_ang, so your organizaIV. president of the Delta Theta t10n should reach people
Chapter of Phi Beta Sigma at and make others want to
PV.
become a part."

On Jan. 9, 1914 at
Howard University, three
young men wanted to organize a Greek letter organization that would truly
exemplify the ideals of brotherhood, scholarship, and service. In the midst of this, Phi
Beta Sigma Fraternity Inc.
came to light. These men
had a vision to see that this
Greek organization would be
"a part" of the general community instead of "apart"
from the general community. They believed that each
potential member should be
judged by his own merits
rather than his family background or affluence without
regard to race, nationaJity,
skin-tone or texture of hair.
The founders of Phi Beta
Sigma held a deep conviction that they should return
their newly acquired skills to
the communities from which
they had come. Their motto
is a deep reflection of their
community
contributions,
"Culture for service and service for humanity. "
Eugene Lawson IV, a
21- year-old senior computer
engineering and technol ogy major from Fort Worth,
Texas, is the president of the
Delta Theta Chapter of Phi
Beta Sigma Fraternity Inc.

"I'm a Zeta"
the community and LaKeisha says, "In joining I have
a broader circle of friends,
and I get to meet new people
and network with different
organizations."
Being a member of the
Zeta Phi Beta Sorority came
as no choice to Buckner as
she states, "The members in
this organization are goal-

concept of finer womanhood.
From that, the Zeta Phi Beta
Sorority, Inc. emerged on
Jan. 16, 1920. This Greek
letter organization
built its foundation
out of the simple
belief that sorority
elitism and socializing should not
overshadow
the
\ real mission for a
progressive
organization which is
to address societal
mores, ms, prejudices, poverty, and
health
concerns.
Zeta Phi Beta Sorority I~c. was founded
by five women, at
Howard University
known as the "Five
Pearls." Present day
members of Zeta
Phi Beta continue to
serve and hold true
to the overall ideals
and p_urp?se of the
orgamzation.
Photo b) faan While
Lakeisha
The
Oracle:
LaKeisha
Cecilia
BuckCecilia Buckner, a
21-year-old senior ner, Basileus of the Omega Gamma
psychology major, is Chapter of Zeta Phi Beta at PV.
a member and Basileus of the Omega
Gamma Chapter of Zeta oriented, ambitious, and
Phi Beta Sorority Inc., on friendly, which are an of the
the c~mpus of PV. Buckner qualities I hold. They are rewho 1s also known as "The ally welcoming and they nevOracle-#11," became a part er made it seem as if it was
of this organization fall of them against me. They treat
everyone the same way." In
2003. This native of Killeen,
Texas, is not only president general she says, "The Zetas
of Zeta Phi Beta, but she also are known to be down-toholds the position as execu- earth people and helpful to
tive secretary of Campus Ac- all."
Through
an
the
tivity Board.
involvements,
Since Buckner's ini- community
tiation, she has noticed some future pursued goals and aschanges in self as well as the pirations, and being a memcommunity involvement by ber of Zeta Phi Beta Sororsaying, "The organization ity Inc., Buckner remembers
has brought out the more this quote in everything she
outgoing side of me. I gained does . "Life without a battle
a lot more_ confidenc~, be,,- to fight, an adventure to live,
cause I am m the spothght.
and a reason to love is meThe Zetas are very diocre, even at its greatest
active on campus as well as moments."
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I
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I
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I
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As the semester
comes to a close and this
being the last publication of
The Panther for 2005, it has
come to my attention how
"holidays" can be turned into
"hollowdays."
Everything
that
one does in life and how it
is handled is a choice. With
the holiday season already
here and Christmas creeping
near, the true meaning of the
season needs to be kept at a
high priority among the list
of wants and gifts.
Just as your parents
told you your entire lives,
"God has a plan and a reason
for everything."
The 'holiday' season
has been -p\aced. in the year

\.n qu\.te. a stntegic. mannel:.
Why isn't it in the middle of
the year, or even at the beginlllllg? Maybe because at

the end of something, that
is the best time to look back
and reflect on what can be
done better, what new relationships can be formed, who
can be forgiven, and so on.
Maybe God knew that's what
his people needed before the
year is to come to a close.
"Holiday" is to have
the connotation of freshness and new beginnings. To
move past that time of year
and not revamp what may be
old and not start something
new that will enrich your life
or someone around you, is to
have wasted all the time that
you have been blessed with
to make a difference.
Materialism
and
commercialism tend to cover
up what the true meaning of
"the season" is to stand for.
"Holidays" are easily turned
into "hollowdays" and as the
new year begins, the prior
year will be remembered as
nothing. It will be our choice
in the days to come to lay the
foundation of how we want
the upcoming year to evolve.
With all this said, it
has been a pleasure to serve
as the L/H and A/E editor
for the PV student body. I
have thoroughly enjoyed it
and hope that every time
you read this section you are
fiJled and have not been left
'hollow." Happy Holidays!
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Tegest Tadesse Kalon McMill 1 an
I

Beauty, brains, and a strong sense of self capture
what Tegest Tadesse is a11 about.
Born March 13, 1987, this 18-year-old Houstonnative
is
well on her way to being a hard working and we11
l'lloloby Jurmut Ham
educated woman.
Coming from a single parent home with six siblings, Tedesse, who is also half Ethiopian, was forced to learn the meaning of
responsibility at an early age. While most girls we·re at cheerleading practice
or playing around with their girlfriends, she was hard at work. By age 16, she
had taken on double employment duty, working at Forever XXI and a local
travel agency. Not only is she a hard worker, she is also very goal oriented
and determined to complete her education.
Majoring in psychology, Tedesse says that she was drawn to Prairie
View because the atmosphere and environment fit her personaJity perfectly.
Since her enroJlment at 'The HilJ,' Tadesse has become an active member of
N.A.A.C.P, B.S.M, Club Flava, and she works in building 37, where she also
resides. In addition to work and community service, Panthers can also
catch her in The Miss Black and Gold Pageant in the spring.
Tedesse says that she likes doing things that most people say females
can't do and that she love challenge. She says that he is a very down to
earth person, and that oftentimes people prejudge her and believe that she
is stuck up, however, she says that she is the exact opposite, "You cannot
properly assess a person, until you sit down with them and get to know who
they are."
When asked what advice she would like to offer Panthers, she says,
"Form youT own opinions and please don't go off what others say. In order to
form an opinion, you must experience something yourself."

With the spirit of a thousand historical Jeaders, and the persistence of two thousand great men,
18-year-old Kalon McMillian is defiantly on his way
to being a leader.
Born May 17, 1987, this Los Angeles native,
now living in Cypress, Texas, has the makings of a
young man destined for success; he's good-looking, smart, and mostly
independent. He says that being the youngest of four children, he was
forced into independence at an early age, seeing how all of his other
siblings were way too old to hang out with him.
This fall, McMillian was elected as the freshman class president.
This title has benefited him with many options and opportunities that
many in his age group are not often privy to. Not only is he involved
in the freshman cJass, he also contributes to other cJubs on "The Hill"
such as, S.G.A., C.A.B, The Urban Readers Association (in which he
originated the first school wide finals study session), as well as being
the founder of the first ever Freshman Advisory Council.
After graduation McMillan wants to be a nursing anaesthesiologist and after traveling around the world to nurse patients in other
countries, he hopes to return home and start his own anaesthesiology
practice.
When asked what he has learned while on his educational voyage at Prairie View, he had this to say, "It is important to always be on
the ball at whatever it is that you want to do; you must always stay on
top of your tasks. And always remember that you can't wait for anyone
to make anything happen. If you want something you must go out and
get it on your own."
By: Jamaur Barn
Panther Staff

Department of Student Activities & leadership

Get Involved!

PRAIRIEVIEW A&M UNIVERSITY

STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
OPEN HOUSE
Monday. January 23. 2006
Memorial Student: Center Ballroom, 2•• Floor
6:30 PM-8:30 PM

HEIVIPSTEAD
2 Bedroom, 1 Bath Apt.
"'W"asher/Dryer Hook-ups
$530/month
Available Jan. 1
Call Ann 281-693-6071

FOR LEASE
Large 2bedroom, 2bath, washer
&dryer, central ale &heat, water
paid, newly refurbished

EVERYONE IS WELCOME!

Praitie View A&M University
Der>.vcmenc ofSt.i<lenlActivl~ & Le.\dershlp

l"lemori3' Studant r.: eni..-, RH 221
Phone: j936) 857-W 18
Fi»e ($3~} 657-2739
Wc:bsltc:: WW1N.pvnmu.cd.1/1tu::lc"'ltM:t vltJcs

:m111~ nudcnuct1v1~oc:s@pv,unu.c:d u

$650 monthly &deposit
(936) 931-9496
(281) 658-8355

'
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Testing Office
University Academic
Finals Quick
Council
THEAExam
Meeting
New Science, Rm . .A101
3 p.m.-5 p.m.
7p.m.-3 p.m.
MSC,Rm.203

NO EVENTS ARE
SCHEDULED FOR.
THIS DAY.

The regressed Negro

NO EVENTS ARE
SCHEDULED FOR
T'"tlISDAY.

By Elan Moor~
Panther Contributor

The Africans in America have come up from the bottomless belly of the slave ship
to the luxuries of an evolved
An:ierican society. In the midst
of triumph we have easily dismissed the horrors of slavery
and humiliation of Jim Crow
that our predecessors endured.
When did we decide .that the
plight of our ancestors are no
longer of importance to our
existence in America?
In the conclusion of
the film Birth of a Nation, the
professor asked for a response
on how we feel about a film that
was used as anti- Negro propaganda and to belittle and dehumanize our race. One student
simply answered, "That was
boring, I don't know." Is this
the voice of my generation?
We owe it to our ancestors,
for their constant sacrifices
and the monumental efforts
that ensured our comfort, to

Wednesday.1217

Student Activities
Holiday Ball
8 a.m.-11 p.m.
MSC,Rm.204

Association For
Childhood
Education
Meeting
6 p.m.- 7:30 p.m.
Delco, Rm. 327

Tuesday. 12/6

Monday, 12/5

Saturday, 12/3

NO EVENTS ARE
SCHEDULED FOR
THIS DAY.

Sunday, 12/4
ISO
Meeting
Alpha Phi Alpha
6 p.m.-7 p.m.
Founder's Day Program
Conference Rm. 203
3 p.m.-6 p.m.
MSC,Rm.111
Friday. 12/2
Gamma Sigma Sigma
Graduate Dinner
5 p.m.- 11:55 p.m.
University College
Panther Room

Rho Chi Psi
Founder's Day
Program
3 p.m.-8 p.m.
Chapel

ArmyROTC
Military Dining-In
6 p.m.-9 p.m.
MSC,Rm.204

APPY
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The new Negro

Events for December 1- 7, 2005
Thursday, 12ii

THE PANTHER

appreciate their contributions
and the legacy, and pick up and
move forward. How dare we
take that for granted?
Our generation is
creating a legacy that will ultimately return our entire race
to captivity. Years of oppression and misrepresentation
have been embedded into our
subconscious thinking. Without putting forth the effort
to remove these conditions
from our culture we are only
destined to regress. There is
no reason that we, as a people,
should ever allow ourselves to
become so comfortable that we
would take for granted our own
safety and livelihood. As long
as we remain uninformed and
unconcerned with our condition and place in America and
the world we are doing ourselves and future generations
a great disservice. Will you be
the one to end this downward
cycle, and lead our people to
a new conscious and social
change?
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Memories of what was yesterday
The joy of love which once was felt
As we played
We played with each other's mind, body, and soul
We exploded with laughter, excitement, exhilaration
From the possession of our love
Yet, we wallowed in lies
Experimented with sorrow
And soon fell into a web of contempt
Andi,
I struggled to accept the end of our jaded relationship
And I still do
Memories continue to run through my mind
And down my cheek
As I constantly seek
For an answer
Not the one you gave me
But the one I desire to hear
I wish to continue in this abyss of deceit
I pray to be bathed in your selfishness
Your inconsistences
Your arrogance
Your disrespect
I need you to say you still love me
I want to play pretend
All over again
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1. Why do the Deltas keep splitting their pants? 2. Are they
taking the role of accepting big girls now? 3. Didn't they
realize they should have paid a little more for their pants
the first time around? 4. Speaking of the Deltas, when
did they decide to swap place with the AKAs? 5. Can we
say that history repeats itself? 6. Why do the Deltas step
pretty now and the AKAs step like they have the dog in
them? 7. Will they switch brothers now, too? 8. Is Chanel
going to pledge Zeta? 9. Will he show them how to dress
and look good for a change? 10. Are the neos going to
keep hump day crunk, or are they going to be as weak as
the lines that crossed in spring 2005? 11. Is the last '20
Questions' for some people because of their GPA? 12. Is
TBS going to step again now that they have a line with
rhythm? 13. In the last paper the article The Miseducation
of 20 Questions was written. Does this mean '20 Questions' will stop? 14. Why does it matter what's printed
in the paper if the entire school knows about it anyway?
15. Did they print that article because someone found
out about their dirty little secret? 16. Are more people
worried about the question being printed by the paper or
that their best friend spilled their business? 17. Aren't you
afraid to say congratulations to people who got their call
on Monday, paid their money on Wednesday, online on
Friday, and pinned on Sunday? 18. Can we call this 'rush
rush?' 19. God created the Earth in seven days, shouldn't
three days be okay? 20. What do you think?
This is for entertainment only. The questions submitted are
not the views of The Panther. Want to tell us what you think?
Please bring your comments and questions to Rm. 219 MSC or
e-mail us at panther@pvamu.edu. Questions are printed at
the discretion of The Panther.
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The Editors of The Panther would like to invite you into our family.
We meet every Monday at 5 p.m. in the MSC, rm. 219.
If you thought this semester's issues were amazing ...you ain't seen nothing yet.
Have a happy and safe holiday season!

